
 
 
One of the five takanos of the Tanaa’im was that glass can become tamei.  
 
R’Yochanan says in the name of Reish Lakish that this was adopted because glass comes from sand and is therefore                    
similar to earthenware.  

- It follows that, like earthenware, glass cannot be made kosher by immersing it in the mikveh. The Braisa that                   
references things affecting tevila of glass (implying that glass is, in fact, subject to tevila) is referring to a case                    
where the glass was broken and is now held together by metal. According to R’ Meir, this is enough to put it in                       
the category of metal (which is subject to tevila). 

o The reason that a Braisa compares only “nesser” to earthenware in respect of it not contracting tumah                 
from the outside, and not glass (as it presumably should, according to Reish Lakish), is because Chazal                 
chose to compare glass to metal in some respects, since as it can be melted and recreated. It is                   
therefore like metal in the sense that it can become tamei from the outside. 

o If it is like metal, though, it should be subject to the Rabbinic edict that the tumah of metal is restored                     
when the vessel is recreated, and yet we see that glass is not subject to this stringency. The reason is                    
that the entire concept of recreated tumah is rabbinic in nature, and we apply it only to things like metal                    
that have di’oraisa tumah and not to things like glass that are only rabbinic to begin with. In theory, it                    
follows from this that flat glass should be subject to tumah, just like flat metal (as this is di’oraisa in                    
nature). But the Rabbis wanted to make glass noticeably different from metal in order to demonstrate                
that the tumah of glassware is just rabbinic, and terumah that touches the glassware should be held and                  
not burned. 

- Rav Ashi says it is, in fact, similar to earthenware and is not similar to metal, which explains why tumah is not                      
recreated when glassware is fixed and why flat glassware does not become tamei. As for why it can become                   
tamei from the outside, that is because glass is transparent and the outside is treated like the inside. 

 
Shimon ben Shetach was listed as the person that decreed that metal implements can become tamei. Clearly, it does                   
not mean exactly that, since the Torah already imposed tumah on metal. Rather, it relates to the reimposition of tumah                    
when the metal is fixed or refashioned. He decreed this in response to the story with his sister, Shel Tzion HaMalka,                     
where mass numbers of keilim were broken and repaired to remove tumah, rather than being remedied through the                  
traditional method of tevila. Shimon ben Shetach did not want the institution of tevila with the ashes of the Parah                    
Adumah to be lost. However, according to the view that reimposition relates to more than just tumas mais, in which                    
case the story (which related only to tumas mais) does not explain the basis for the edict, there are two other                     
explanations for the edict: a concern that when “breaking” the vessel to remove the tumah, the actor will perform an                    
insufficient breaking, in which case the tumah does not go away; or because there is a concern because the breaking and                     
repairing method does not necessitate waiting for sunset, and Chazal were concerned that people would become                
confused and not understand that when utilizing the tevila method that they must wait for sunset. 
 
Returning to the eighteen takanos made by Chananya ben Chizkiyah in the attic: 
 
Takanah Number 10) If someone saw rain coming and put out receptacles to catch the rain, then it cleared up and he                      
forgot about the receptacles and, only later, it rained and filled the vessels, Bais Shammai says that the water cannot be                     
used for a mikveh (except in a case where the vessels were left in a chatzeir), while Bais Hillel says that the water can be                         
used for a mikveh, as disqualified mayim she’uvim must be filled with intention.  
 
This works well to be the tenth case according to Rabbi Meir, who holds that this dispute was ultimately resolved in                     
favor of Bais Shammai (which fits with it being one of the 18), but does not work according to R’Yosi who is of the                        
opinion that the dispute was never resolved. R’ Yosi would designate as the tenth takanah the ruling that female Kussim                    
are considered niddos from the moment they are born, since Kussim are not careful in accounting for menstrual blood                   
from young children. 

 


